
CODE COMMENT

do nothing

If our taxes are crippling, it doesn't matter how lovely our schools are- people are not going to move in. When 25% of current students are living at or below poverty lines here in town, raising taxes 
for a new school is madness. A quality education can be had in the humblest of schoolhouses, and the glossiest of buildings can still churn out dunces. Additionally, Willington is composed of more 
than just families of pK-8 students. We need to realize that a souped up, top of the line facility just isn't important to the majority of the town.

do nothing It is not a right time to get involved in such expensive project. We need to see the State in a better financial health before we consider such a great investment again.
do nothing Our town can’t support a huge tax increase. The state is already doing that to us, we don’t need the town jumping on the spend band wagon.

do nothing
The lack of common sense solutions that focus on retaining and utilizing effectively our existing facilities is highly disappointing. Big government ,big spending proposals are not right for our 
community.

do nothing

Now is the wrong time to make education facility changes. Census is trending down and will probably decrease more in coming years. State of Connecticut is experiencing economic distress which 
makes funding unstable. This is not an issue that needs to be resolved in 2019/20. The town should conduct a town wide facility needs study and school needs / plans should be part of that plan. 
The options developed by the architectual firm hired by board of ed are inadequate. Cost of land was not included in some options and there are other limitations. Asking familiarity questions prior to 
option evaluations in this survey adds bias to the results. Lastly, I question whether management is doing the yearly upkeep and maintenance needed keep schools in good shape in begin with. Are 
you guys letting things go and then saying, "See, now we need a new building."?

do nothing Jobs and strong economy will take care of the economics of school not taxing the hell out of residents and chasing them away! Less taxes! vote for fiscal conservatism!
do nothing We have to accept the fact that there are many fewer students and people are moving out of CT. Good teachers are more important that top-notch technology, or a new building, or athletic.

do nothing

The town is already running at a poverty level above state average (which is, itself, higher than nation average). How does it make any sense to put more pressure on an economically depressed 
area to raise taxes to build unnecessary buildings? No school is going to attract people to town if taxes are crippling. Burdening the entire town with a ridiculous scheme for 500 students is the very 
height of arrogance and refusal to consider the needs of the many. No new school. Or- here's an approach that I don't see listed as an option: save the yearly budget surplus in an account for the 
next seven years. When the library bond is paid off, take the saved money, get a bond equal to (or, dare I say, less than) what the library was, and renovate/build then. Our taxes won't lower from 
the repayment of the library bond, but neither would they go up.

no new With town (and state) population decreasing it makes no sense to me to build a new school.

no new
This ton cannot afford and does not need a new school. The enrollment will continue to drop, despite some of the (unrealistic) projections. Class sizes are too large right now and staff is too top-
heavy.

regionalize
I believe EOS is very successful model and am impressed with its breadth of offerings, if we could do this for 6-8 in similar manner. I would very much like to see any one of the options chosen and 
approved and process moved forward. Let us know how we can help.

regionalize Regionalize with Mansfield or Ashford - they have extra capacity. Taxes are already high with declining school enrollment and the grand list will decline because of the concrete debacle.

regionalize
Mansfield is going through the same process as Willington with decreasing population. Why not pool the resources and send our kids to schools in Mansfield. i think it would be a cheaper option for 
the Willington townspeople while giving our students a good education.

regionalize
I like the idea of grades 6 - 8 placed with students from the participating towns in Region 19. A strong Middle School Model could be implemented to improve all students’ learning and athletic, 
creative and social skills. However, we need a seat at the table for this to be successful for our town. Also, has anyone explored how UConn EDU could participate?

no regionalize I am strongly against sending students out of town for school, and I feel that alone will deter new families from moving to Willington

no regionalize
We specifically bought a home in Willington for the school system and if grades 6-8 are sent out of town , I would be so disappointed. I would rather pay high taxes then have no opinion in my 
children’s education.

not one school

I don't support the children all being in the same building, because I feel that it's a healthy part of their growth process to transition from Elementary school, to Middle School. I say this because I 
myself as a child unfortunately was moved around alot, and I attended both Elementary school and Middle school, then was moved back to a school where it was Pre-K through 8th grade, and it 
was not a very good experience for me being a growing child feeling like I was back tracking in life. However, if the only logical, available, affordable option for all the children in this town to equally 
share the opportunity to have new and improved facilities that are up to par, is to build only 1 new school... Then so be it. I would rather all the children have the same opportunity, than just some of 
them.

not one school I believe it would be inappropriate for a preschooler to be in the same school as an 8th grader. That is asking for safety issues as well as it is not develpmentally appropriate for the large age gap.
not one school and no regionalizeI do not agree with sending students out of town. I do not agree that preschool thru 3rd grade should be with older students.

one school

We need to do something and the one school solution makes the most sense given enrollment and state reimbursement. I would not be against sending grades 6-8 out of district as long and the 
agreement is with Mansfield. However we should request a longer notification time than 1 year for any agreement to lapse. Overall one K-8 school probably makes the most sense if we can figure 
out a way to separate youngest kids from oldest on busses, common areas, etc. Two bus runs?

one school My only concern is bussing all of the children together. I would support a later start time for the younger children with a second bus run. I would worry about my 3 year old on a bus with 8th graders.

new
I’m in favor of building one new building k-8. My only reservation is having elementary with middle school. I hope in building one building there could still be a way to have ‘sides’ so there is some 
distinction.

new
Spending a little more money now to build a brand new pre-k through 8 makes much more fiscal sense than patching here and there, slowly bleeding money year after year. More families will be 
attracted to our town with new up to date facilities, so they can enjoy small town life, while still getting high quality education for their children. This, bringing in more revenue overall.

new

I believe a brand new school would be most viable long term option for our town. There’s no reason to put a temporary band aid on a problem when you have the opportunity we have to build a new 
school so our children can benefit and compete with other communities. Communities thrive and prosper with great school systems. They attract new families, investments in our businesses and 
communities, and build excitement for our future. Cost cutting is not a solution, it’s a path to continued decline. Investing in your schools cost money but eventually get paid back with exceptional 
returns.

new I would prefer to have both schools replaced, in their current locations with new facilities. (option 3 - I believe.)
new My first choice would be option 5 to build one new building and close Hall, my second would be to renovate Center to new with addition and close Hall.

new
We have to take our two existing school buildings off-line. We need to build one brand new up to date, efficient building. Whether it’s best For this building to have kindergarten through fifth grade or 
kindergarten through eighth grade, it’s up to the experts to decide.

new I strongly support building a new school. It is the only Long-term solution that provides fiscally responsible solutions to educate Willington students.

new

I tried to avoid answering “neutral” to make this more informative, but except for the last question, I’m essentially neutral on any vote above that’s not “strongly disagree” or “strongly agree”. I’m not 
sure if a new school will attract people given that foundation risk may keep people away. And I’m just not sure people put a lot of weight on educational facilities. But I think building a new building is 
the way to go.

new

I cannot support any funds being put towards the Hall School which the town does not own and does not have a legally binding lease with. Additionally, I believe it would be extremely foolish to go 
with the plan that requires us demolishing a building that the town does not own and replacing it with a new building. I'm not so sure the Hall foundation would go with that anyway as it is an historic 
building for them. My feelings are that we need to have our own School, owned by the town of Willington, on Willington property in the center of town. The new school would need to be planned 
correctly so that any future expansion that may be needed for more students is easily accommodated for but not only having the land resource but the building instructed in a manner where ditions 
could easily be handled. The location that comes to mind that puts a new school fairly close to the center of town would be the old proposed gun range property. That is pretty close to the 
geographical center of town.

new The community of the past built these schools for us, it's time we built the next school for the future.

new

(I would recommend next time that you number these questions) The question that asked "I believe a renovated or new building would attract new families to Willington." I am not sure why that is a 
question in this survey? - A new school does not necessarily mean new families will be attracted to town. There are many attributes that attract families to a town where "job" is the highest. (there 
are also many strategies to implement to encourage families to move to Willington.) I think that the problem you are trying to solve is supporting two schools that are older schools with low 
enrollments. I am 100% in favor of a new school. This new school does not necessarily, in my opinion, need to be on the existing site of Hall or Center, but another parcel of town land in town. I also 
100% understand that this will cost "something" and, as a tax payer I am willing to pay a portion of that in support of a new school.

new

There are too many variables with Renovating these old buildings, and certain costs that aren’t accounted for in the price tags. (I.e. asbestos abatement, if the underground tank is leaking, etc). We 
could very quickly realize that we could have just built new for a similar cost to what the final $ amount we could end up paying to renovate, combine, etc. Why wouldn’t we just want to invest in the 
future of this awesome little town?! We need to have appropriate facilities that help our children prepare for the world they will someday be adults in. We would be doing a disservice to our kids and 
future generations of Willington families by not building an appropriate learning environment. Build new all the way!

new
Building a new school would help to guarantee our town a future. Doing nothing will drive away families and attract few/no new ones. A slight tax increase for each of us related to the construction of 
a new school is nothing but a wise and timely investment in the value of our homes and community. Our kids and grandkids deserve it!

new The town needs to do a town wide facility needs assessment. Yes we need a new school, but we also need a new town office building and improved fire and emergency services.

new
One school. Center to the town at ether present location of the existing schools. A multi purpose facility . With areas available for community based programming. Private rentals for private activities, 
rental space for multi purpose or tag sale, Fair type activities. Car shows, etc. A facility that can generate income

new

something needs to be done about HMS. It appears to be "falling apart" in many places. The gym is atrocious! it is embarrassing when we host basketball games and have other towns visit us. The 
softball field is the same. it is almost like we do not take any pride in our facilities. When my children were smaller (center school age) I was enthused that our school system was better than 
surrounding towns, but things have progressively declined. We need to not only build a new school, but need to build it with a full Science and Social Studies academic schedule for ALL Children 
ALL year long. Our children deserve better. After all, they ARE our future!

new and regionalize

I am familiar with the previous plan (from about 20 years ago) of building a facility on Ruby Road. I don't know what the costs would be for upgrading the two schools to code compliance, but as 
those schools are quite old and it has been some time since they were upgraded, I would feel that an efficient new building would be the way to go. Also, an intriguing option would be to tuition our 
6-8 grades to Mansfield Middle School - Mansfield has a superior system, and loss of control would be no different than what we had before joining Region 19 for EO Smith. The only downside 
would be the time the students would be on buses for that school. I'm not sure the cost differential between K-5 vs. K-8 would be that significant, although I don't have any figures to use in 
comparison.

new or reno The school has a strong arts program, a new facility should have an auditorium.

new or reno
Need an auditorium and rehearsal spaces for instrumental and choral music, that is separate from a gym or cafeteria. That includes audio and lighting systems and equipment, not just two little 
speakers and a spotlight. Music and drama are key strengths. STEAM in general should be another focus for space.

new or reno
My wife & I moved to Willington 15 years ago mostly for the school systems, both k-8 and EO Smith. Several years before we were even thinking about kids. I strongly feel that we need an up-to-
date K-8 school system IN our town to continue to attract new residents.

new or reno An auditorium with sound, lighting, stage and adequate seating are crucial for school and public use for our town.
new or reno New build or renovation should include plans for community-use spaces such as gym and auditorium.

new or reno

Everybody can agree that the schools in our lovely town are “old” and a brief look at towns around the state such as Glastonbury or South Windsor have newer schools with on site athletic fields. 
None the less they beautiful facilities. When family’s are searching for a new home a big consideration is the schools. I would love to see upgrades or a new school built in our lovely town. Sure 
taxes are going to increase and people are going to be upset. But to make change you need sacrifice, in this case it will be a increase in taxes. Sure residents who have children who have since 
grown and don’t attend schools will see this in they’re eyes as not needed. But if the option to host community events in the after hours of the school or even utilize the space in the summer months, 
I could see the taxpayers start to understand the importance of an upgraded or new school. I myself received an amazing education at Willington public schools growing up. I then moved on to E.O. 
Smith where I graduated in 2013, I would love for new residents moving to our corner of the state to really see Willington for the beautiful town I grew up in. I believe a new school would be the best 
option to attract those home buyers.
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new or reno

A/C is a MUST. Year-round education is a real possibility. Warming climate impacts spring and fall. Learning is impacted by temperature. Design: Sections of the building need to operate 
independently with regards to the mechanicals eg, a heat loss in one part does not shut down the whole building. Design should support curriculum eg, solar panels, controls be exposed for student 
learning and not hidden away. Close cooperation between architect and teachers.

new or reno Any new or renovated schools should be equipped with air conditioning. This will allow it to be used year-round (especially considering the projections for climate change).

reno

I've done school renovations for different contractors across the state and in my opinion center school with its huge landscape can house many sports and students. With upgraded windows,doors, 
hvac system, cafeteria and bathrooms if needed you could have a really nice school. A new building would be upwards of 12 million dollars with another 4 million in extras minimum. That would 
make the taxes go up in willington and really make it unattractice to new families trying to decide where to buy property with willington as an option.

reno

There seems to be a significant number of assets with a good rating or better. It would be prudent and fiscally responsible to make repairs and replacement where necessary- though NOT 
necessarily to "minimum standards", and affordable updates and upgrades where possible. The fire suppression system (i.e. sprinklers, etc) would be a VERY wise investment, as well as ADA 
compliance and repair of the outside curbing, walks, and paved surfaces. I do not feel that the Town warrants a brand new construction or relocation program at this time. Furthermore, I trust Mr. 
Phil Stevens fully to make the wisest choice for our community based on his valuable first hand observations and knowledge of the facilities, assets, and needs of staff and students.

reno In my opinion, option 4a is the best fit for Willington, it's students and it's taxpayers.
reno We should not throw away the resources and investments in the school buildings that the town has already made. The renovate-as-new option should be strongly considered.
reno Option 4A looks best
reno Can one school be renovated to hold prek-8? I would strongly support this.
reno option 4B

reno

It seems the feasibility of the exterior/sitework improvements are a bit much. The needs that should be focused on are the ones for life safety, structural integrity/bringing up to code, energy 
efficiency, and then aesthetics. We are a small town and need to maximize how far our tax dollars will go. We don't need wishlists we need feasible options. The best option would be to renovate the 
two schools.

reno We also liked the option of remodeling Center as well as adding on. If playing fields could be within walking distance that would be fine too.

reno and regionalize
I would recommend renovating Hall School, students after 6th grade should then go to a regional system. Looks like your choices may be narrowed by the state mandate on consolidation and 
regionalization.

reno and regionalize

Could one school be renovated for K-5th(or 6th grade)? And then allow families of 5th(or 6th) through 8th graders to receive tuition money, and perhaps transportation $, so they could decide where 
they wanted their children to go to school? With the understanding that the chosen school committed to keeping the child through 8th grade(as long as the family was satisfied with the arrangement), 
and met State education standards? Instead of the Town losing control over those childrens' programs the families and children would gain that control. Thanks for the opportunity to participate in 
this discussion.

other

I did some research to see if I could find definitive proof that a new school building would directly correlate to increased real estate values. I could not find such proof. However there is a lot of 
anecdotal evidence that towns with good school systems command a 6-8% premium in real estate prices compared with neighboring towns. So does a new building increase the quality of 
education, and allow us to attract better staff? Does that in turn mean that we attract "better" families to reside in Willington? Does it make us a more "desirable" community? For existing families 
does it mean that their home values will magically inflate by 6-8%? Considering the long standing history of Willington being a very fiscally conservative town, I think we have an uphill battle to 
convince our frugal citizenry that a new school is in their collective best interests. Further I believe our best shot at convincing them is in demonstrating that it will increase our tax base though 
attracting new residents AND make us more competitive when compared to Ashford, Mansfield and Tolland. Let's face it, a lot of families move in and out of the area through their employment at 
UConn and being able to attract more than our fair share of those families would be a bonus. It's the right thing to do for the town and our future school children. Convincing people that they will get 
real value for the increase in their taxes is the real task at hand.

other
How about a facilities study that best suited the needs of the Town and not soley on how much state aid was available, since that appeared to be the main criteria for each of the 6 options presented 
in 2017. Yes I have the full report in binder form since I was a member of the Board of Finance at the time. -Geoff Prusak

other
We should look into converting back to K-12, so that we are not paying other districts and keep that money in house. K-6 in one building and 7-12 in the other building. We pay a large amount of 
money for our students to go somewhere else. I feel like this would help pay for new building and attract families.

other If the current HMS site is to be used, they should sell the lot across the street to pay towards paving the sports fields. It's very dangerous having the parking area across the street.
other Many people choose where to live based on schools.

other

I believe that HMS had an addition built c.1964 which is not reflected. I also feel that the loss of the original HMS auditorium was a mistake that could possibly be remedied, as It was a productive 
and useful space in that building. It would be helpful to include slide numbers in presentations like this to be able to reference mistakes or missing information. Any outsourcing of students to another 
town MUST include the costs of tuition and transportation for a fair comparison to all other options.

other The educational system/physical plant needs to look to the future and be adaptable to change and growth and yet be financially sound. I am a former Chairman of the Board of Finance.
other Phil Stevens has done an exceptional job in keeping the community informed of options in a clear, easy-to-understand manner.

other
Thank you to everyone working so hard towards this goal. I graduated from CES and HMS and I love our community. My girls (going into grades 8 and 3) deserve the very best and so do ALL of 
OUR children. Let me know how I can help. :)

other Question 6 = we have space at newer library
other Our taxes are high enough. Think small in accordance to our small town.
other I trust the board to make the decision that is best for students
other The school board should focus their efforts on the students test scores. You get an F.
other the bottom line is there is no "right" answer. you just have to go with what makes the most sense to you. I know you'll steer us in the right direction.

other
I'm concerned with closing down a building what will happen when the population grows. We are going things for the now but let's not forget about our future. I'd like to see both stay even if one 
temporarily needs to be closed. Maybe during that time things could be worked on to make improvements.

other

A few thoughts... First, one of the main reasons we chose last October to move to the Willington area was because the cost of living was considerably less than the surrounding areas (i.e. Ellington, 
Tolland, etc.). We can afford to own a moderate home on roughly 8.4 acres and feel comfortable with the tax rate and costs of living associated with our home. If the tax rate increases to provide for 
a new school building, it would likely increase our cost of living and taxes to a level similar to Ellington or Tolland and, depending on how much the increase would be, would likely take away the 
level of financial comfort we have living in our current location. Since we have NO desire to relocate, we are in favor of updating and renovating the current buildings so as to lessen the overall 
impact on our cost of living. Second, another aspect of the school system that drew us to Willington was the small town feel and the atmosphere associated with it. While we recognize the positive 
impact and influence technology and more streamlined teaching methods can have on students, we are much more in favor of that small town feel and approach to teaching that we see currently in 
the school system (at least at the grade school level). The focus seems to be more on teacher/student relationships rather than teachers using and focusing on technology to teach our youth. 
Granted, our oldest child will be in first grade this year with our other 2 children starting school in the next few years. Since we do not have experience with the teaching methods or teachers at the 
upper grade levels, we cannot speak to the methods employed there. But, we absolutely love everything we have seen at Center School and strongly desire that "that" will continue, no matter what 
the outcome of this study reveals. Next, we would request keeping the location of the lower grade schools more central to the district. Since we have 3 children who will be spending roughly the next 
11 years in grades pre-K - 8, it would be beneficial for those of us who live in the far northern part of the district to have shorter distances to travel for as many years as possible. It is approximately 5 
miles further (round-trip) for us to go to the middle school vs. Center School. Since it will be a 25-30 minute drive for our children to attend high school the last 4 years of their time in this school 
system/district, we would appreciate any opportunity we have for a shorter commute! It would definitely make it easier for us since we try to be very involved in our children's lives and in their school 
experience. But, we also understand the concept of center of population vs. a geographic center and will go where we need to go! And finally, we would like to commend Superintendent Stevens on 
the superb job he is doing! Since the first day we toured Center School and met him there (which told us he is very involved and cares!), to inviting us into his office to "chat" (which was very 
informative and profitable), to his roll and leadership on this very important topic of the future of our schools, we have been very impressed! So thank you Phil for the fantastic job! And please know 
that you have our support in whatever decision is made! Keep up the great work!

other
The question about out-districting 6-8, where is states (“[loss of decision making]”)is misleading and a bit biased. We have a regional school board and we have the same relationship already with 9-
12. I just believe the question should not include the parenthetical comment.

other 
Hey Phil, How many times can someone take this survey?? How many times can they take this survey anonymously using the same answers?? Seems like an easy way for the collected data to be 
skewed... -Geoff Prusak 860-649-1989

unclear Technologically equipped option 4 not available


